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About the Talk
The information world is undergoing an exciting paradigm shift from point-to-point to network communication and
from centralized to distributed architecture. While the new paradigm promises unprecedented communication
capabilities, it imposes new challenges on the way we collect, disseminate, represent and process information.
One example of network information processing is wireless user cooperation, where multiple wireless users
share antennas to exploit cooperative diversity over (time-limited) fading channels and to extend the dynamic
transmit range.
We present two innovations for wireless user cooperation using ideas from channel coding, Slepian-Wolf coding
and network coding. The first is the development of "Slepian-Wolf (SW) Cooperation" -- the first practical
compress-and-forward (CF) coding scheme in literature. We discuss a general framework which makes clever
use of the (high) correlation between the (noisy) packet overheard by the relay and the original packet at the
source, and which efficiently exploits SW coding techniques to combat inter-user outage. The second is the
exploitation of adaptive network coded cooperation (ANCC) in wireless ad-hoc networks. The network coding
literature uses the prevailing assumption of static or lossless networks, but real wireless networks comprising
randomly-faded channels are inherently unstable and unreliable. By matching code-on-graph with network-ongraph in a distributed and real-time manner, we show that network coding for ad-hoc networks is not only
feasible, but also highly beneficial. We further extend ANCC through a simple but powerful mechanism of
integrative channel-and-network coding. In addition to remarkable performance gains, the generalized scheme
provides a constructive example for the notion that channel coding (and source coding) must be unified with
network coding (routing) in order to achieve end-to-end optimality.
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